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Introduction
Greetings in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ. The Lord is    so wonderful, we have come this far. We
appreciate all friends all over there for standing with us through thick and thin and we appreciate his love.
This  December  Report  presents  you  the  activities  in  the  children’s  home section  and  psycho-  social
wellbeing, whichcovers a period of one month. Please review.

1. Arrival of visitors from YWAM (Youth with a Mission)

A group of evangelists visited cornerstone children’s home, and with us they spent a period of one
month, where they involved children into different activitieslike learning, playing and many more. They
also offered some cement that helped in the scree ding of two classrooms for the school. Below are the
photos
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2. Youth camp meeting. 
The  last  camp  meeting  of  the  year  for  the  youth  was  successfully  done  with  in  cornerstone
evangelical free church- palanyua. As usual youth always gather to share experiences, have a time
to learn spiritual matters, election of new representatives and many more. Facilitators were also
invited from other churches as seen below.
Learning during the youth camp- by Pr.Justine 

3. Family meeting- for cornerstone children’s home
As a family, staffs had their end of year family meeting with the children, to welcome them back
from school,  congratulate the best performants,  and help them in drawing programs on how to
spend the festive season and guidance on how to have a safe and productive holiday.  Children
appreciated the staffs for taking good care of them, and also thanked the board for their education
support for 2019. 
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4. Staff meeting program
During the staff meeting, the staffs were also appreciated for their good work within the year. They
were communicated to, about their appraisal that would come soon and advised to get ready for the
exercise that took one week and thereafter followed by appreciations and others suspensions.
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5. Appraisal and appreciation program
This was all about reviewing the effectiveness and efficiency of staffs towards fulfilling their job roles
and responsibilities. A few staffs were suspended due to unacceptable behaviours while others were
also appreciates due to their good deeds. Below are the photos.
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Appreciation of best performing staffs

6. Christmas eve celebrations
We are so grateful for our support toward Christmas celebrations together with the end of year 2019.
Here are the photos of the shopping for kids’ clothes, gifts from friends, food and church activities.
Christmas clothes and shoes shopping and fitting in for the kids
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Christmas food

Church activities
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HEALTH PROGRESS REPORT –DECEMBER 2019

Cornerstone Medicare was established to help in the general health maintenance treatment, and 
promotion of safe and clean environments for the children especially orphans and the surrounding 
community. Among the services rendered include;

1. Consultation; done for the patients who normally visit the clinic for any conditions they face, 
explaining their problems thoroughly enables the nurse to suggest a better solution for proper 
healing.

2. Laboratory service; with the help of the Lab technician, testing malaria, typhoid, hepatitis B, 
HIV/AIDS, H. pyloric among others and vaccination of patients who are got negative of Hepatitis B 
especially.

3.  Medication or treatment. The health personnel do treat the children when they are sick and also 
encourage mothers to take proper care under direct supervision of the home nurse.
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4. Counselling and guidance; normally done for patients with chronic conditions, guiding them on how 
to properly care for themselves while under certain conditions. This also helps in the healing process

5. Minor surgery; this is done for abscess and wound especially those that are deep and open. However
patients with complicated ones are referred to the main hospitals

6. Referrals; for the severe malaria cases, typhoid, brucellosis and other conditions that cannot be 
managed at the clinic.

7. First aid; for the patients around the community in case of emergencies and thereafter referred to 
the main hospital 

     General health of the children
a) The general kids’ health is fairly good, they have not suffered from severe conditions that need a

referral, but treated and managed from within the clinic. 
b)   Their  feeding  and personal  hygiene  is  also  very  good,  children  have  got  a  balanced  diet.

Buckets, bathing sponges, toothpaste and brushes have been provided for all. This will help in
stopping of unnecessary sharing that lead to outbreak of scabies and ringworms.

c) Our clinic has got a fridge and it is properly functioning, in good condition and to a maximum
capacity. We are so grateful that the reagents have been provided. We can now do all the tests
from within our clinic, and this has helped in administering adequate and proper medication.

d) Our clinical report about the new children for the previous months clearly stated the Hepatitis B
negative children who need immediate attention for Vaccination. 

e) We still stress the cases of SalvaInyani and Lucky Solomon who need another checkup 
The two children were taken for HBeAG test and liver functional test. Therefore it remains the
Viral Load tests and Abdominal Ultra sound. 

The table below shows the different cases attended to against the number of people in the month of
December
s/no Disease Females Males Total
1 Upper  respiratory  tract

infections
04 03 07

2 Malaria 17 05 22
3 Intestinal worms 01 02 03
4 Abscess and wounds 02 03 05

Total 24 13 37
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The clinic has not registered any admissions and referrals in the month of December. Malaria took the
highest number of patients due to the high levels of mosquito breeding, since the seasons have changed
abit. However all cases are managed from within.

Challenges/ Urgent needs
1. No proper house for medical work and drug storage. The summer season is now approaching and the

too much sunshine normally weakens the durability of drugs. More so, storage facility is not good
enough for all the activities carried out in the clinic, therefore a limited space.

2. No incinerator for clinical waste disposal. Much as we can now test and do other treatments from
within, it’s harmful for the community if these wastes are openly burnt. We request that the board
looks into it too.

Urgent reminder.
1. Hepatitis B vaccines.

In our assessment, we have 30 people to be factored for the first dose. Below is the initial plan.
Unit price No.  of

people
Total
amount

RATE USD

40,000 30 1,200,000 3,600 350

Therefore the above plan will cater for only the first dose. So if all the doses, the amount will be
3,600,000 shillings, equal to 1,000 usd. 

Thank you so much
Clinical report- compiled by home Nurse.
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URGENT NEEDS- PRIORITISED

1- Dormitory facility for the boys $75000
2- Clothes for all the children $1500
3- Need for a farmland for sustainability $5000
4- Need for the registration of the children’s home.$1500

Conclusion
In conclusion therefore, we congratulate all staffs from  the different departments for achievements seen
within December. We therefore conclude by saying May God bless all your Efforts. We are looking forward
to working together, in starting the children’s Home registration officially after another inspection to come
soon. And our prayer is that may God lead and guide you as you struggle towards the well establishment
of all projects in Adjumani – Uganda. Wishing a happy and prosperous new year 2020 to all friends and
board members. 

Report compiled by;
Athieno Susan

susanfulaalifeline@gmail.com

Tel. +256-772116113
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